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Abstract

We assess the accuracy of genocide forecasts made by the Atrocity Forecasting Project (AFP)
for 2011-2015, and present new forecasts for 2016-2020. Using data from the United Nations,
Genocide Watch, and the Political Instability Task Force we evaluate AFP accuracy. We
compare AFP accuracy with that of forecasts from the Genocide Prevention Advisory Network.
It is relatively rare in most areas of social science that researchers produce (and make public)
future forecasts. It is rarer still to evaluate their accuracy once the future has arrived. AFP fiveyear forecasts are potentially important for genocide and politicide prevention, and have gained
attention from policymakers and news media, but a systematic assessment of their accuracy
has not been undertaken previously. Our evaluation of past forecast accuracy, with truepositive rates from 33 to 50%, true-negative rates around 90%, and AUC statistics from .81 to
.96, gives an indication of how much confidence should be placed in the 2016-2020 forecasts.
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Prediction is one of the most difficult and potentially most useful goals of social science. It has
gained prominence recently as distinct from, and an alternative to, traditional statistical
hypothesis testing.1 Nevertheless it is relatively rare in most areas of social science, especially
outside of economics, that researchers produce (and make public) future forecasts. It is rarer
still to evaluate their accuracy once the future has arrived.
Prediction can have great value for policy makers if the preferred option is prevention of
an event, or if a pro-active policy is more effective than a reactive one. A large number of
events and policy issues conceivably fall into these categories. One that certainly does is largescale targeted mass killing of members of ethnic or political groups, often with intended
elimination of the group partially or in its entirety. For example, a 2016 United States Executive
Order, which, at the time of writing, had not been rescinded by the Trump administration,
declares that “preventing mass atrocities and genocide is a core national security interest and a
core moral responsibility.”2
Predicting genocide is especially challenging because of its relative rarity – making a
large number of false positives very likely. But the potential benefits are great, if a small enough
list of at-risk cases can be produced to make monitoring and prevention efforts practical. In
this article we assess the accuracy of one set of forecasts of genocide and politicide3 covering
the period 2011-15, produced by the Atrocity Forecasting Project (AFP). These have gained
policy makers’ attention in the U.S., Europe and elsewhere, and have been featured in major
news media,4 but a systematic assessment of their accuracy has not been undertaken previously.
We find that the forecasts, while far from perfect prediction, demonstrate reasonable accuracy
in standard metrics. Given this, we use a similar, updated method to produce forecasts of
genocide and politicide for the period 2016-20. We also suggest avenues for further improving
genocide forecasting. We emphasize that we focus our contribution exclusively on the
challenging and less familiar task of assessing forecasting accuracy, rather than on theory
3

building or attempted causal inference. This article is not about what causes genocide; it is
about how to best predict it.

A Brief Primer on Forecasting Method
How might one construct a quantitative forecasting model of something like genocide? Given
the relative novelty of such forecasting applications in social sciences, it is worth highlighting
key aspects of general forecasting methods. There are at least three challenges that make the
task of forecasting different from standard quantitative analysis. First, the information of
ultimate interest is necessarily unknown. That is, the goal is to anticipate future events, while
relying only on data that exist in the present. Second, because the goal is to find the most
powerful combination of predictor variables that is most closely tied to the outcome of interest,
in this case genocide, there is a danger that the forecaster will focus on unusual or idiosyncratic
aspects of the known data that are only related to the outcome by chance or temporary
circumstance. A very close fit to presently known data can be engineered through trial and
error, but the variables used will probably turn out to be poor predictors in the future. This type
of “overfitting” to extant data can lead to poor future forecasts based on ultimately irrelevant
predictors. Third, standard ways of assessing and interpreting quantitative models in the social
sciences, such as attributing “statistical significance” to regression coefficients with low
standard errors or focusing on model-fit statistics such as R-squared (R2) or Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC), turn out not to be the best guides to predictive accuracy.5 Different
ways of judging the power of individual predictors and the overall predictive performance of a
model are needed.
The most common approach used by forecasters to address these challenges is called
“out-of-sample” prediction. This is an intuitive procedure that allows the forecaster to simulate
the future forecasting process while using only presently available data. There are numerous
4

ways to approach it, but the fundamental elements are the division of the existing data into two
samples, one for “training” a forecasting model and the other for testing it, and the use of
predictive performance in the test sample as the metric for assessing forecasting accuracy.
For example, in order to build a model to forecast US presidential elections, one could
gather data for predictors such as the party of the incumbent president, whether the incumbent
president was running for re-election, the economic growth and unemployment rates in the
election year, whether the country was at war, and the results of the most recent Congressional
election. The outcome to be predicted could be the vote share of the incumbent president’s
party. If we are able to obtain data for the predictors and outcome in every year from, say,
1916, when Woodrow Wilson was the Democratic candidate and Charles Hughes was the
Republican – the incumbent party, through 2016, this full dataset could be divided for the
purpose of constructing a forecasting model using the out-of-sample approach.
A common way to split the full dataset into training and testing samples is temporally.
We could define our training sample as all elections 1916-1980, or roughly two-thirds of the
data. That would leave elections from 1984 onwards for testing. We could use a basic
quantitative method, linear regression, to fit a model using our predictors to the training data.
Crucially, we will be concerned not with the statistical significance of the coefficients for the
predictor variables, nor with the overall R2 of the model, but with how close the predicted
incumbent-party vote share matches that in the actual election. This will be a function of the
predictors included in the model, and the coefficients or relative magnitudes of their
contributions to the prediction, which is what the linear regression technique estimates.
We can try to improve the model’s performance within the training sample, that is, to
maximize in-sample predictive accuracy. For example, we might decide to add a predictor that
represents economic growth over the last four years, since that is the president’s term in office
that he might be held accountable for by voters. We might decide to include the effective tax
5

rate of the median voter, and also discount the current economic performance in some way by
that tax rate, if for example we believe that high taxes in bad times will be especially damaging
to the incumbent. Of course, adding new predictors beyond our original expectations, to see if
they improve in-sample prediction, risks overfitting the model to unusual characteristics of the
training data. The test sample is key to guard against overfitting.
To test our model of presidential vote share and assess its out-of-sample performance,
we preserve the coefficient values for each predictor that resulted from the in-sample training.
We then use the same linear regression technique, with these pre-set predictor coefficients or
relative magnitudes, for producing predictions for the out-of-sample elections, 1984-2016,
using the out-of-sample predictor data. The model will produce predicted incumbent-party vote
shares for each election and these can be directly compared to the actual vote shares from the
elections to assess predictive accuracy. Statistics such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the
predictions can be produced, assessing how far off we were on average, above or below the
actual results. If there is another forecaster with a different forecasting model, then that model’s
out-of-sample MAE can be compared to ours to suggest which will provide more accurate
forecasts. Of course, the ultimate aim is to predict future election outcomes, but without this
out-of-sample approach we would have little hope of assessing which models were likely to
perform well, and which were hobbled by overfitting to existing data.
Several political scientists have produced forecasts along these lines for recent US
presidential elections, and there is now a regular, quadrennial effort to assess their forecasts,
discuss and improve the models.6 The example of US presidential elections is instructive and
highlights an area in which forecasting has become more common, if not always of desired
accuracy. Forecasting a phenomenon like genocide has some distinct challenges, and can
probably be said to be overall a more difficult task. One distinction is that genocides are discrete
events, so we do not have data that measure the percentage or degree of genocide in a given
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country in a particular year. Rather, we typically have data that record either “yes” such an
event occurred, or “no” it did not. Forecasting such binary outcomes potentially increases the
difficulty because a quantitative model will nevertheless need to calculate an underlying
probability or risk level for each case.
Another distinction is that genocides are (thankfully) quite rare events. In the most
commonly used quantitative dataset, that developed by Barbara Harff and Ted Robert Gurr7,
genocides erupt on average less than once per year globally for the period since 1955. This
leads to a problem sometimes called “unbalanced data” in which the frequency of “no” events
approaches perhaps 90% or even 99% of all observations, while the “yes” events, the things
we want to predict, occur in roughly 10% or less of cases in the data. This “rare events” problem
is an enduring challenge for any type of quantitative analysis for a number of reasons. When
combined with the challenges of predicting the future and uneven predictor data quality, the
task of genocide forecasting can be understood to present significant challenges. Specifically,
the frequency of genocide onsets is about 0.5% of country-years. For comparison, using
standard databases,8 civil war onsets occur in about 1.8% of country years and coups d’état
(successful or failed) in about 6.2%. Nevertheless, there have been attempts, and here we focus
mainly on that of the AFP, with some comparison to forecasts produced by Harff and Gurr.

The 2011-15 Forecasts
The AFP presented its forecast for 2011-15 in a report and on its website in August 2012.9 This
consisted of a list of the 15 countries most at risk of the onset of genocide or politicide for the
period, reproduced below (Table 1). The definition of genocide/politicide developed by
Barbara Harff was used, and outcome data on genocide/politicide came from the Political
Instability Task Force’s dataset (PITF)10 based on Harff’s coding guidelines. A generalized
7

additive model (GAM) semiparametric statistical approach11 was applied with data on a range
of predictors to generate the forecast.
Genocide and politicide are defined by Harff12 as:
… the promotion, execution, and/or implied consent of sustained policies by
governing elites or their agents—or, in the case of civil war, either of the
contending authorities—that are intended to destroy, in whole or part, a
communal, political, or politicized ethnic group. In genocides the victimized
groups are defined by their perpetrators primarily in terms of their communal
characteristics. In politicides, in contrast, groups are defined primarily in terms
of their political opposition to the regime and dominant groups.

The PITF data for genocides and politicides record events from 1955 through 2015.
Figure 1 shows both the total number of events ongoing in each year, and new event onsets.
AFP attempts to forecast these onsets of new instances of genocide and politicide.

Figure 1 about here.

AFP predictor variables can be divided into structural, slow-changing factors such as
ethnic divisions, infant mortality rates, and political institutions, and factors with greater
temporal variance such as elections, conflicts in neighboring states, and the use of guerrillawar tactics. AFP claims that inclusion of such time-sensitive predictors, along with use of an
unconditional model producing forecasts for all states in the international system, are among
the strengths of its approach contributing to improved forecasting accuracy.13 Nineteen
predictors were measured, 1974-2010, and forecasts were produced for the subsequent fiveyear period. The AFP reports a procedure for developing forecasts involving three basic steps:
8

1) assemble a set of predictors based on existing scholarly literature and original theorizing; 2)
train the model on a sample of earlier data to achieve very good in-sample fit or prediction, and
then 3) test the model on a sample of later data to assess its out-of-sample predictive
performance for events not used to develop the model. For example their original model was
trained on data for 1955-87, and tested on data for 1988-2003.14 An important point is that any
model such as AFP’s with the primary aim of maximizing forecast accuracy may diverge from
models specified for causal inference or other forms of theoretical analysis, and should not be
interpreted in those ways.15
Since the forecast period has now passed, we are in a position to assess AFP’s actual
forecasting performance. In the 2011-15 forecasts shown in Table 1, countries are listed in
descending order of risk, although AFP presents the 15 as a group to be most at-risk, relative
to all others for which forecasts were produced, ranked 16-142 (see the Supplementary
Material).16
Table 1 about here.
Of the 15 cases in Table 1, we believe that the Central African Republic (CAR), Libya,
Syria, and Myanmar came closest to actual genocide or politicide onset over the period. CAR
and Myanmar, we believe, seemed particularly counter-intuitive in 2011 and 2012, but proved
to be at considerable risk. Anecdotally, these cases point to the potential value of the list, and
in general to lists developed using rigorous, systematic quantitative approaches, rather than
qualitative judgment. For example it was not until after a destabilizing coup in 2013 that the
International Crisis Group17 began to signal serious concern about CAR. The AFP approach
“saw” the risk in this case based only on data up to 2010, placing it at the top of the list.

The “Ground Truth”
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More generally, forecasts can be evaluated against the “ground truth” of actual events, once
the period to which the forecasts applied has passed. We selected three indicators of onsets of
genocide or politicide, the ground truth for the AFP forecasts. Because these are rare events,
occurring on average less than once per year or in less than 0.6% of country-years, and coding
is uncertain for some cases, we sought not only post-2010 events coded by PITF, but also other
indicators against which to test forecast accuracy. Because PITF had coded genocide and
politicide events for the period only up to 2014 until mid-2017, we also wanted to find data
that could be used in a more timely way to continually assess genocide forecasting. Two further
sources seemed reasonably appropriate: warnings issued by the United Nations Special
Advisers for the Prevention of Genocide and the Responsibility to Protect18 and the
categorizations of the non-governmental organization Genocide Watch.19 We coded all UN
warnings (“statements”) identifying a particular country, or part of a country, as at risk of
violence relevant for genocide prevention or invoking the responsibility to protect a population
at risk (R2P). When there were two or more warnings per country per year, we counted this as
one warning. We excluded warnings that did not specify a country or countries as being at risk,
for example general warnings against hate speech by religious figures, and we excluded other
statements that did not give specific warnings such as those recognizing investigations or
commemorations of historical atrocities. We coded Genocide Watch cases as onsets when a
country reached Stage 9 (“extermination”) in their framework from a lower stage in a given
year. Table 2 shows the events we coded across all three indicators of ground truth.

Table 2 about here.
Evaluations
Basic criteria for evaluating forecasting performance are relatively straightforward, although a
wide range of approaches exist depending on types of forecasts and ground-truth events. For
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applications in which the outcome of interest is binary, as in the case of genocide, measures
such as Mean Absolute Error are not applicable, as noted. Rather, we can classify categories of
correct and incorrect predictions. Fundamentally, we can assess whether something happens
that was predicted, and whether nothing happens when nothing was predicted. In other words,
we look for true and false positive predictions, and true and false negative predictions. These
can be arranged in a contingency table (confusion matrix) as in Table 3, providing four
categories for assessing accuracy.

Table 3 about here.

A major challenge with rare-events (unbalanced) data is to predict a good number of
“yes” (genocide / true positive) outcomes correctly, while not also capturing a very high
number of the much more common “no” (non-genocide / false positive) events. When fewer
than 1 in 100 of the observations in the data are actual genocides, developing a model that will
reliably place those cases near the top of a list of at-risk countries for each year in out-of-sample
testing is a major challenge.
In what follows, we use three approaches to assess forecasting performance, briefly
explaining the rationale behind each approach as we go. First, we do a simple assessment of
all four possible categories for the 142 states on the AFP list, with a focus on true-positive and
true-negative rates, considering the 15 most highly ranked, listed in Table 1, as positive
forecasts, and the remaining 127 as negative forecasts. Second, we compare false positives and
true positives for our forecasts and those made public by Harff and Gurr for several years.20
Third, we use so-called Receiver-Operating-Characteristic (ROC) analysis to assess the
accuracy of AFP forecasts across all 142 states to which they assigned a risk score.
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AFP’s forecasting outcomes for true and false positives and true and false negatives
across the three outcome indicators are presented in Table 4.

Table 4 about here.

While assessing each of the four categories separately can tell us that AFP did not
achieve perfect prediction, i.e., zero false positives and zero false negatives, it is hard to assess
accuracy from these four categories alone. Somewhat more informative are the true-positive
rate (also called recall or sensitivity) and the true-negative rate (specificity). The true-positive
rate is the proportion of correctly predicted positives. For AFP’s prediction of Genocide Watch
onsets, this would be 4 out of 9, or 44%, for example. The true-negative rate would be 122 out
of 133, or 92%. The corresponding rates for UN Warnings are 33% and 92%, and for PITF
onsets, 50% and 90%. These are included in the lower rows of Table 4, and tell us roughly that
the AFP list anticipated from a third to half of the relevant events, and also anticipated 9 out of
10 non-events.21
Given the difficulty of the task, we find the true-positive and true-negative rates
encouraging. But the frequency of false positives and false negatives highlights the need to
consider any such forecasts as indicative, not definitive. Nevertheless, the value of identifying
otherwise non-obvious cases is high, and a distinct advantage of global, quantitative
approaches such as AFP’s.
It is also important to assess forecasts in comparative perspective, to understand how
good or useful they are relative to other available sources of early warning. In the next section
we undertake a limited comparison of AFP forecasts with the only other quantitative forecasts
of genocide and politicide of which we are aware.22
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Comparison
There is no other set of genocide forecasts that makes exactly the same type of predictions as
AFP: genocide/politicide onsets over a 5-year period. Nevertheless it is important to attempt
comparison because policy makers and others seeking to prevent genocide should be interested
in the relative accuracy of existing lists of at-risk countries.
The forecasts of Harff and Gurr posted to the Genocide Prevention Advocacy Network
website23 use the same outcome variable, onsets of genocide or politicide, but produce annual
forecasts. While AFP produces a list of 15-at risk countries over the 5-year period, Harff and
Gurr produce a list of 17 to 20 countries at risk over each 1-year period.
We limit our comparisons to true positives and false positives, because the negativecase lists are not available for the Harff and Gurr forecasts.24 We discuss two types of
comparisons: annual comparisons treating AFP’s list as distinct annual forecasts with the same
fifteen countries for each year, and 5-year forecasts treating Harff and Gurr’s 2011 list as
covering 2011-15.
Harff and Gurr produced forecasts for 2011, 2013, and 2015. We take each in turn to
compare annual true and false positives, comparing results based on the UN warnings, since
that gives the largest number of cases to work with. We also briefly note performance for the
Genocide Watch and PITF data.
The two cases for which UN warnings were produced in 2011 that also appeared on the
Harff and Gurr list were Sudan and Syria.25 Since there were 20 countries in their list, there are
18 false positives. The AFP list identified Syria and Libya, which were the subject of UN
warnings, so AFP also had two true positives. Since the AFP list contains 15 countries, the
number of false positives was 13. In 2013, Harff and Gurr had two true positives, Myanmar
and Syria, and 15 false positives. AFP had three true positives, Myanmar, Syria, and Central
African Republic, and 12 false positives. For 2015, Harff and Gurr had three true positives,
13

Myanmar, Syria, and Yemen, and 17 false positives; while AFP had three true positives,
Myanmar, Syria, and Burundi, and 12 false positives. These are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 about here.

Overall, then, for these three years, Harff and Gurr have 7 true positives and 40 false
positives. Of all their at-risk countries, 14.9% received UN warnings.26 AFP has overall 8 true
positives for the three years and 37 false positives, giving 17.8% of cases on the AFP list as
true positives (counted as a new list in each year).
If we just focus on true positives for the UN Warnings for these three years, the truepositive rate as described in the previous section is 7 of 14, or 50%, for Harff and Gurr, and 8
of 14, or 57% for AFP.
Looking briefly at the Genocide Watch and PITF ground-truth data, Harff and Gurr’s
2011 list has 20% true positives for Genocide Watch in 2011 (0% for other years), and 5% true
positives for PITF’s 2013 CAR case (0% if their 2013 list is used). AFP’s list has 27% true
positives for Genocide Watch onsets and 7% true positives for PITF genocide/politicide onsets.
Thus, AFP shows marginal but consistent higher accuracy across all annual indicators of
ground truth.27
However, AFP forecasts are meant to cover a 5-year period. If we take the 2011 Harff
and Gurr forecasts as also applicable to the entire period, 2011-2015, we can compare based
on this standard (final column of Table 5). Of the 13 countries for which there was at least one
UN warning, 2011-2015, Harff and Gurr’s 2011 list identifies four (Myanmar, Syria, Central
African Republic, and Sudan) while the AFP list identifies five (Myanmar, Syria, Burundi,
Central African Republic, and Libya). This equates to true-positive rates of 20% for Harff and
Gurr and 33% for AFP.
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While the first (annual) comparison method in principle favors the annual Harff and
Gurr results, the second favors the 5-year AFP results. AFP does marginally better in either
comparison, although there is no statistically significant difference.28 What does seem clear is
that AFP’s approach of producing forecasts for a 5-year period, and focusing on a shorter list
of at-risk countries, does not yield fewer true positives. That is, if the goal is to provide as short
a list as possible without sacrificing accuracy, AFP’s approach achieves this better than that of
Harff and Gurr. Because two true positives (CAR and Uganda) occur outside the top 15 in
Harff and Gurr’s 2011 list, while in no case do their lists have more true positives than AFP,
the AFP approach appears more suited to producing a short list.29 Practically, the 5-year
forecasting method also has the advantage of giving a longer time-span in which to attempt
prevention, and identify and monitor at-risk cases.

ROC Analysis
Another way to assess forecasting accuracy is to consider all predictions (positive and negative)
across all known outcomes. We believe this is preferable, but we only have access to the full
list of AFP risk scores, so we do not undertake a comparison. Harff and Gurr produce their
forecasts for a conditional sample limited to countries experiencing political instability (in
2011), or produce separate assessments with separate rankings for those with and without
instability (2013, 2015) which precludes a balanced comparison.30 We briefly discuss
comparisons using the Harff and Gurr conditional sample at the end of this section.
Receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) analysis assesses all possible prediction
thresholds by plotting the corresponding true-positive (sensitivity) and false-positive (1specificity) rates.31 ROC analysis is especially helpful because it provides a relevant and
intuitive metric that can be compared across models and often across applications (although
other metrics exist and have their advantages). The area under the curve (AUC) measures the
15

portion of the graph captured under the ROC curve. AUC of 0.5 indicates prediction no better
than chance; AUC of 1.0 indicates perfect prediction. AFP’s previous forecasts achieved AUC
statistics for out-of-sample forecasting of .8878 (for the period 1988-200332) and .9218 (for the
period 1990-201033).
Here we present ROC results based on AFP risk scores produced via a GAM for all 142
countries in the AFP dataset for the 2011-15 forecasts. Outcomes are the UN Warnings,
Genocide Watch onsets, and PITF onsets shown in Table 4, scored 1 for onsets 2011-15, 0
otherwise. AUC scores are .8557 for UN warnings (Figure 2), .8088 for Genocide Watch onsets
(Figure 3), and .9643 for PITF genocide/politicide onsets (Figure 4). 34

Figure 2 about here.
Figure 3 about here.
Figure 4 about here.
That the AUC statistic is somewhat lower for the ground-truth data that are related to,
but not the same as, the genocide/politicide data the AFP model was trained on, is not
surprising. It is moderately encouraging that the AFP forecasting model yields AUC above
0.80 for cases receiving UN warnings and also cases from Genocide Watch. Of course, the
AUC for forecasting the PITF data, is quite high, and this is also encouraging.
We can also compare the performance of the AFP forecasts with forecasts supplied to
us by Harff and Gurr. While these are substantially different from their publicly available
forecasts, they rely on an updated method, Cox hazard models, which Harff and Gurr prefer
(see note 24 and supplementary materials). For the 2011 forecast, both the old and new lists
contain 20 countries, but there is an overlap of only eight. Using only this conditional sample
of 20 cases, Harff and Gurr do a modestly better job forecasting UN warnings, 2011-15, with
AUC of .7292 to AFP’s .6771, and a slightly better job forecasting the Genocide Watch data
16

(.4267 versus .4000). But AFP do much better with PITF events (.9444 versus .5278). Given
the small numbers involved, we are hesitant to place too much stock in these ROC comparisons,
but they do show that even in a conditional sample defined by Harff and Gurr’s criteria, AFP’s
forecasts perform about as well or better.
With these reasonably good initial indications of AFP forecasting performance, we can
have a better idea of how much confidence to place in AFP forecasts moving forward. With
this in mind, we produced forecasts with the same basic approach for the next 5-year period.

New Forecasts, 2016-2020
Our new forecasts use the AFP method and updated data (Table 6 and Figure 5). Given
reasonably good performance for 2011-15, we expect similar performance from these forecasts.
We might even see better performance, because while using the same GAM approach, our data
are more complete and we have made some adjustments regarding new states and other data
issues to exploit the predictor data more fully. We use a generalized additive model with a logit
link. We train the model on data for the period 1955-2014, which is an improvement in that we
extend the training period two decades deeper into the past, relative to AFP’s previous forecast.
We then use data for predictors in 2015 as the basis for our 2016-20 forecast. In the
supplementary materials we provide full methodological and data details, while here we present
only the model structure including all predictors, and the forecast it produces.
The forecasting model can be written as:
GAMlogit(GPonset

t+1 through t+5)

= b0 + f1(Regime) + f2(Populationln) + f3(InfantMortality) +

b4(EthnicFractionalization) + f5(EthnicFractionalization) + b6(StateLedDiscrimination) +
b7(MENA) + b8(CS_Asia) + b9(Instability) + f10(RegimeChange) + b11(NeighborConflict) +
b12(GuerrillaTactics) + b13(InternationalizedCivilWar) + b14(InterstateWar) + b15(Election t
through t+2)

+ b16(Election t+1 through t+3) + b17(Election t+2 through t+4) + f18(noGPyears) + f19(Time)
17

Table 6 about here.
Figure 5 about here.35

Concluding Comments
We have assessed the accuracy of AFP’s 2011-15 forecasts of genocide and politicide, and
found reasonably good performance predicting three distinct measures of ground truth, and
against performance of forecasts in the same period by Harff and Gurr. Whether onsets of
genocides and politicides were measured by UN warning statements, Genocide Watch ratings,
or coding by the Political Instability Task Force, AFP’s short list of 15 at-risk countries
captured between a third and half of the onsets over the period, while minimizing false
positives. There is certainly room for improvement, but on almost every available measure, the
performance was superior to the existing alternative. Importantly, a forecasting model like
AFP’s using global rather than conditional data is more likely to identify counter-intuitive or
unexpected at-risk cases, a distinct advantage over qualitative and country-expert early warning
systems.
A further advantage of the AFP approach is that it produces a short list of only 15
countries at risk over a relatively long period of time. This 5-year perspective helps reduce the
rare-events nature of the modelling, which likely increases model accuracy. If the countries at
risk actually changed dramatically year by year, such an approach might be problematic. But
this does not seem to be the case for genocide and politicide, with all indicators of ground truth
as well as Harff and Gurr’s lists exhibiting year-on-year overlap among the “likely suspects.”
The brevity of the AFP at-risk list can reduce the false-positive rate, an important practical
feature if decisions must be made about the allocation of scarce government, UN, or NGO
18

resources to monitoring or preventing genocide onsets among a handful of the most dangerous
cases. The longer time-frame has similar benefits, allowing diplomacy, advocacy, raising
public awareness, military planning, and similar activities greater time to be organized, and
potentially to have an impact.
In the course of working with the AFP models and the existing data on genocide and
politicide in particular, we have developed ideas for further improving genocide forecasting.
Perhaps most importantly, the coding of cases of genocide and politicide should be made more
transparent and rigorous, and ideally more timely. It is often not clear why some cases are
included and others are not, and why start or end dates are assigned as they are. Other scholars
have identified problems in the quantitative and qualitative study of genocide including lack of
definitional consensus, incomplete documentation, and non-reproducible codings.36
One promising direction is to abandon the tendency to use exclusively binary coding
that forces coder decisions along one arbitrary threshold based on numerous qualitatively
assessed event characteristics. A severity scale of targeted ethnic or political mass killing could
yield an ordinal measure that would at least make the decision to label an event genocide when
it reaches a certain threshold more transparent, and thus more replicable. Forecasting accuracy
depends crucially on the quality of the training dataset. If outcomes are coded inconsistently,
forecasting performance will necessarily suffer.
AFP report that the GAM approach performed better in out-of-sample tests than
attempts to capitalize on the strengths of a range of techniques using Bayesian ensemble
methods.37 But this approach has shown promise in related types of mass-atrocity forecasting.38
More recent ensemble options such as Error-correcting output coding, Bagging, and Boosting
are potentially promising.39 Galar et al.40 review the state-of-the-art in ensemble techniques for
the relevant type of data, unbalanced data-sets with binary outcomes, proposing a taxonomy to
address rare-event problems. While improving data quality, and perhaps finding new powerful
19

predictors, have much to promise, there is potential to combine these with a more powerful
computational approach.
There is growing promise for prediction of armed conflict and political violence41, but
prediction of rare events like genocide is among the most challenging tasks in social science.
While there is much work to do, we believe that the 2016-20 forecasts in this article provide
an important source of early warning for genocide and politicide events in coming months and
years. We are not aware of a genocide forecasting approach with a record of higher accuracy
or reliability. Most basically, we urge intensive monitoring of these 15 countries as firstpriority, highest-risk cases. If genocidal killing is going to happen through 2020, chances are
high that it will happen in one or more of these countries. We urge satellite monitoring such as
that done by the Sentinel project,42 as well as attention from risk analysts such as the
International Crisis Group, and of course by intelligence agencies in the U.S., Europe,
Australia, and other governments concerned with preventing mass atrocities.
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Tables & Figures.
Table 1.
Forecast for 2011 - 2015: Top 15 Countries at
Risk of the Onset of Genocide or Politicide
1 Central African Republic
2 Democratic Republic of the Congo
3 Chad
4 Somalia
5 Angola
6 Myanmar
7 Sri Lanka
8 Ecuador
9 Burundi
10 Afghanistan
11 Syria
12 Guinea
13 Cameroon
14 Uganda
15 Libya
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Table 2. Ground-truth Events, 2011-2015.

Country
Burundi
Myanmar
Syria
Yemen
Central African Republic
Iraq
Israel
Nigeria
South Sudan
Syria
Central African Republic
Egypt
Mali
Myanmar
South Sudan
Syria
Syria
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Ivory Coast
Libya
Sudan
Syria
Uganda
Yemen

UN
Warnings
2015
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012

Genocide
Watch
Onsets

PITF
Onsets

2014

2014

2014
2014
2013

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
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Table 3. Contingency Table of Forecasting Assessment Categories.
Ground-truth Observation

No Onset

No Onset

Genocide Onset

(true negatives)

(false negatives)

(false positives)

(true positives)

Forecast
Genocide
Onset

Table 4. AFP Forecasting Performance across Three Outcomes Indicators.
Forecast for 2011 - 2015: Top 15 Countries
at Risk of the Onset of Genocide or
Politicide

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Central African Republic
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Chad
Somalia
Angola
Myanmar
Sri Lanka
Ecuador
Burundi
Afghanistan
Syria
Guinea
Cameroon
Uganda
Libya
AFP True Positives
AFP False Positives
AFP False Negatives
AFP True Negatives
True-positive rate
True-negative rate

UN
Warnings

Genocide
Watch
Onsets

2013, 2014

PITF

2013
2011

2013, 2015

2011-2015

2011

2011
4
11
8
119
33%
92%

2011
2011
4
11
5
122
44%
92%

1
14
1
126
50%
90%

Notes: UN warnings false negatives include South Sudan.
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Table 5.
Comparisons of Annual and 5-year Forecasts for
U.N. Warnings
2011 2013 2015
2011-15
Harff & Gurr
True positives
2
2
3
4
False positives
18
15
17
16
AFP
True positives
2
3
3
5
False positives
13
12
12
10
Notes: 2011-15 forecast uses Harff & Gurr's 2011 list.

Table 6.
Forecast for 2016 - 2020: Top 15 Countries at
Risk of the Onset of Genocide or Politicide
1 South Sudan
2 Sudan
3 Iraq
4 Nigeria
5 Yemen
6 Syria
7 Afghanistan
8 Somalia
9 Russia
10 Libya
11 Mali
12 Central African Republic
13 Pakistan
14 Egypt
15 Algeria
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Figure 3.
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Map of Predicted Genocide/Politicide Risk, 2016-2020
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